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Overview 

Dieting methods have been around for thousands 
of years. This book charts the course of diets 
through the millennia, from Ancient Greece to 
modern-day Hollywood. It discusses how various 
cultures and time periods dealt with gluttony, 
carbs, and the psychology of dieting. It ends with 
practical considerations for modern life. 

“Far better it is to commit any number of petty crimes 
than to be guilty of the sin of growing fat.” 

Introduction: The Price of a Boyish Form 

"The story of beauty and the story of health have always 
been intertwined, but the long and mean history of body-

shaping and diets has distorted our view of both." 

Words to describe an overweight person – chubby, 
stout, porky – are part of our common vernacular. 
Many people are seeking a weight-loss “quick-fix”. Yet
fad diets are both useless and sometimes harmful. We 
must change not only our diets, but also our attitudes 
towards food, fat, and our own bodies. Are you dieting 
for an ideal physique, or to improve your health? 

While dieting for health's sake may be a grand goal, 
dieters often find themselves becoming obsessive, 
compulsively weighing themselves, casting a critical 
eye at “unhealthy” foods, and judging others who
would dare eat such forbidden fruits. You live within 
your body until you die; it’s inescapable, and therefore
no wonder you want it to be beautiful. And highest 
above all, a dieter despises becoming the unaesthetic, 
untasteful deformity that is fatness. While the 
definition of beauty changes with the culture and time, 
it most certainly never contains “fat.” 

Yet dieting must be more than an emotionally taxing 
journey full of miserable self-loathing, striving towards 
some idealized image; this dangerous path is filled with 
“the potential for failure.” Feminists fight any standard

of beauty, fat-acceptance activists loudly proclaim how 
fatness is presented too harshly, and the dieting 
industry preys on the insecurities of the public to profit. 

Dieting is an uphill battle, with many voices screaming 
about what should be done, what must be done. People 
are desperate and often overwhelmed. The true story of 
dieting takes ditching the fads, the self-loathing, and 
the momentary changes, in order to achieve the 
ultimate goals of long-term health and contentment. 

The Origin of the Diet 

”Fat people are nothing new.” 

The word “diet” derives from the Greek word “diaita,”
referring to both physical and mental health. Greek 
philosopher and doctor Hippocrates exclaimed, “Let
food be thy medicine.” He also understood that food
and exercise need to be balanced. Sudden, drastic 
changes in lifestyle were to be avoided. He was aware 
of the health issues stemming from being overweight 
such as bad sleep, fatigue, bad bowels, and headaches. 

Socrates, also from ancient Greece, advocated 
“simplicity and abstention,” believing food was meant
to be for “sustenance alone,” suggesting that
overindulging was both morally and physically bad. 
Early Greek physicians focused on “moderation and
balance” as essential to all life, including diet. People 
have a duty both to themselves and to their societies to 
exert control over their physical and mental states. 

Diet has always contained a moral component. Fat 
individuals were seen as gluttonous, one of the 7 deadly 
sins, while excessively thin individuals were seen as 
closer to God for their heroic abstinence against their 
own evil temptations and cravings. Early Christian 
attitudes towards diet obscured some of the main 
points of “diatetica” by focusing primarily on the 
outward appearance of gluttonous, sinful living, akin 
to the shallow celebrity culture of today. 


